Design range

DIAMANT
GLASS PANEL RADIATORS
With stylish, ultra slim design and high efficiency, DIAMANT
radiators provide all the benefits of radiant heating in a pleasing
and convenient wall mounted solution.
Designed with both sides of wonderful coloured tempered glass
and trimmed by a thin brushed stainless frame as a statement of
design, they are equally suitable for the home or office.
With the chromed and polished drying rails that you can fix
anywhere, DIAMANT radiators become towel dryers for a stylish
bathroom solution (choose as many as you need).
At the heart of each DIAMANT radiator is the special ILO thin
film heating element. The whole surface is heated to an even
temperature and emits a natural sort of infrared heat very close to
the human body’s heat.
The slim design and large heating surface minimizes convection
and maximizes efficient radiant heating.
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Elegant glass wall-mounted radiator
• Maximum energy efficiency
• Immediate effect
• Ideal for living rooms, bedrooms,
bathrooms and offices
• 	Choice of 8 colours + decorative
mirror
• Comfortable radiant heating
• Optional towel hanging rails
• Outputs from 400 to 1100 Watts
• Three heights:
600, 1200 and 1800mm
• 600mm wide
• 	Optional integrated wireless
thermostatic programmer

Design range

DIAMANT
GLASS PANEL RADIATORS
The even surface temperature gives better comfort and a
comfortable temperature all around the room. Several heaters
may be positioned on opposite sides of a room to ensure
balanced comfort conditions, or heaters may be used to “ spot
heat ” local areas of occupation.
DIAMANT radiant heaters respond instantly to demand - there is
no need to preheat a room. Simply switch on and you feel the
warmth immediately.
DIAMANT radiant heaters emit up to 75% of their heat output in
the form of radiated heat. Thus, convection is reduced and most
of the heat is then directed to the occupants.
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For specifications, see page 48 to 49

